A NEW ERA IN AMERICAN POLITICS:
THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION AND MAINSTREAM ISLAMOPHOBIA

ABSTRACT
This report analyzes how far-right Islamophobic discourse has been mainstreamed with the election of President Donald J. Trump.
Through qualitative research examining the rhetoric employed by the Trump campaign and subsequent administration, the report finds
that senior Trump administration appointments share a common belief that Islam and Muslims are a danger to the United States. This view
has been present in the far-right world of bloggers and pundits and ballooned following the horrific events of September 11th, 2001, but is
now represented in the White House by key members of the Trump administration. Further, the Trump administration has already begun
to enact its anti-Muslim and anti-Islam policies. The study finds that the 45th President and his administration’s rhetoric and guidelines
normalize Islamophobia thus creating an environment in which discriminatory policies targeting Muslims are legal.

SUMMARY OF MAIN POINTS
01

The Trump campaign capitalized on the already present anti-Muslim sentiment in the country.

02

The campaign’s rhetoric brought the ideas of the far-right and fringe movements into mainstream society by publically declaring that “Islam hates us.”

03

Members of Trump’s administration have a history of promoting anti-Islam and anti-Muslim
views. Some have also made a career of promoting Islamophobia while many others are connected to anti-Muslim activists and organizations.

04

Actions taken by the administration demonstrate that it is committed to implementing many
positions that would impact Muslim lives and civil liberties it campaigned on.

05

The future for American Muslims is uncertain. It is expected that there will be additional legislation that would undermine American Muslims’ civil liberties.
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SUMMARY
The election of Donald J. Trump as the 45th President of the United States of America shocked much of the country and the world. The
Trump campaign gained support using tailored messaging to capitalize on the growing fear, misunderstanding, and antipathy toward
Islam and Muslims. President Trump’s rhetoric during his campaign identified Islam and Muslims as a danger, deviating from previous
administrations that distinguished between “mainstream” and “radicalized” Muslims, identifying only the latter as a threat. Following the
election, President Trump appointed individuals who similarly had a history of anti-Islam bias to prominent positions in the White House
and administration. These individuals include Chief Strategist Stephen Bannon, reported member of the transition team Frank Gaffney,
Senior Policy Advisor Stephen Miller, former National Security Advisor General Michael Flynn, CIA director Mike Pompeo, and others.
These appointees have all interacted with or even embarked on joint projects with individuals and organizations that project bigoted
views of Muslims and support anti-Muslim policies. After only a few months of having been in office, the Trump administration has already
made drastic changes to U.S. policy regarding Muslims, immigrants, and refugees. With the Trump administration already attempting to
execute campaign promises, the future for American Muslims remains uncertain. U.S. civil rights and liberties’ groups expect that there will
be greater government efforts to enact legislation and policies that undermine American Muslims’ civil liberties.
On 11 November 2016, Donald J. Trump, real-estate mogul and reality TV star, was elected the 45th President of the United States of
America. During his campaign, President Trump broke from standard Washington politics and ushered in a new era of anti-establishment
populism. His campaign undertook new communication strategies, including the calculated use of social media. This helped the
campaign reach audiences in remote parts of the country, often overlooked by traditional campaigning. Further, the candidate’s
colloquial discourse helped to connect him to segments of the population who felt alienated, or “forgotten,”1 from political elites.
Whether intentional or not, the strategies of the Trump campaign brought fringe and far-right personalities and ideas to the mainstream.
The campaign was imbued with problematic and discriminatory rhetoric, from President Trump asserting “Islam hates us,” to his National
Security Advisor pick stating that Islam is a “cancer.” The politicization and racialization of Islam and Muslims played a central role in the
Trump campaign. A study conducted by the Center for the Study of Hate and Extremism at California State University, San Bernardino
found that anti-Muslim hate crimes in the U.S. rose in 2015 to the highest levels since the September 11, 2001 attacks.2 The report also found
that “political rhetoric may play a role in mitigating or fueling hate crimes.”3 The increase, it argues is related to the December 2, 2015
terrorist attack in San Bernardino.4 But the fear created by that and other attacks may well have been exacerbated by Trump’s anti-Muslim
rhetoric.5 Often the perpetrators in these instances shouted “Trump” during the attacks. Following Trump’s proposed Muslim Ban, there
was a “moderate weekly rise in hate searches on Google like “kill all Muslims.”’6
After the election, Trump announced his top picks for cabinet and administrative positions. While his campaign focused on “draining the
swamp,” a reference to the Washington establishment, his key appointments including retired military leaders, CEOs, and former Goldman
Sachs executives indicated otherwise. Controversial picks such as Stephen Bannon, former head of far-right and white-nationalist news
website, Breitbart, have garnered considerable press coverage. Many organizations and individuals7 issued critical responses regarding the
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President’s decision, while the American Nazi Party and Ku Klux
Klan celebrated his appointment8. Other appointments include
advisory positions for leading anti-Muslim conspiracy theorist
Frank Gaffney and known former Lebanese militia ideologue,
Walid Phares.
During his campaign, Donald Trump’s platform included promises
to enact discriminatory policies aimed at immigrants and religious
minorities. Upon inauguration, Trump’s administration quickly
moved to act on those promises. Through executive orders, the
Trump administration set into motion steps to create a border
wall between Mexico and the United States, and to institute a
temporary immigration ban on all refugees and individuals coming
from seven Muslim-majority countries (which has been halted by
federal courts). Currently, Donald Trump’s White House is staffed
by individuals who were appointed to positions of power who
support discriminatory, prejudicial, and even hateful views of
Muslims and Islam. As political pundits continue to ponder what
is in store for the American public, a quick overview of some of
of the individuals in the Trump Administration provides evidence
that Islamophobia has been legitimized and mainstreamed by the
current White House.

The Campaign Rhetoric: Making Islam and
Muslims the Enemy
Donald Trump’s election has arguably been one of the biggest
upsets in modern U.S. political history.9 Following the election,
many were left wondering how the polls had gotten it wrong;
some offered analysis of the media’s underestimation of silent

Tim Devaney, KKK, American Nazi Party praise Trump’s hiring of Bannon, The Hill, 14
November 2016, http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/305912-kkk-american-nazi-party-praise-trumps-hiring-of-bannon
8

Shane Goldmacher and Ben Shreckinger, “Trump pulls off biggest upset in U.S. history,” Politico, 9 November 2016, http://www.politico.com/story/2016/11/election-results2016-clinton-trump-231070
9
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Trump supporters who kept their views hidden so as to not

with headline-grabbing terrorist attacks, but also because most

be stigmatized.

Others claimed Trump supporters were the

Americans are unfamiliar with Islam except for what they read

voice of the discontent, of working class and rural America

or watch in the news about terrorist attacks. Polling questions

who had been left behind by both parties.

compiled and analyzed by The Bridge Initiative found that

10

Steven Bertoni, of Forbes, concluded that it was the campaign’s
un-orthodox approach to the election that helped see it to
victory, identifying Trump’s son-in-law, Jared Kushner, as the
“chief operating officer” of the campaign.11 Under his guidance,
the campaign engaged in “message tailoring, sentiment
manipulation, and machine learning.”12 Kushner turned what
was, in the beginning, a campaign with no offices into an
operation that capitalized on the potential of social media (far
reach, plus low cost), where information, whether its content
is factually correct or not, can be presented by anyone from
anywhere and reach the whole world,.

“Americans remain unfamiliar with Islam, feel more coldly towards
Muslims than any other religious group; and see Islam as ‘more
violent’ than other religions.”16 IIn 2016, a Pew Research result
found that almost half of non-Muslim Americans view Muslims
negatively; 49 percent agreed that “at least some Muslims in
the US are anti-American.”17 These sentiments were utilized by
the administration to tailor specific messages targeting specific
demographics. Building on this fear and ignorance, the campaign
vowed to keep the country “safe”- not only from terrorists, but
from Muslims in general. Promising “a complete and total ban” on
Muslims to the U.S. “until we can figure out what the hell is going
on,” Trump effectively ‘otherized’ 3 million Muslim Americans, not

Having no previous experience in campaign management,

to mention the 1.6 billion Muslims worldwide.

Kushner enlisted the help of the start-up world by hiring
people from Silicon Valley and using micro-targeting, allowing
the Trump campaign to focus their messaging to previously

RACISM IN AMERICAN HISTORY

ignored audiences.13 The messages feed into the already

Any effort to understand Islamophobia must begin with an

extant sentiments prevalent in these demographics.14 These

understanding of racism. Slavery, Jim Crow, Segregation, Japanese

include deep discontent with the status quo, a strong sense

concentration camps, and more are all part of the American social

of alienation from the centers of power, and profound mistrust

fabric, and all were legal policies based on “race,” the common

of ethnic and religious minorities, including Latin Americans,

perception that European Christians, African-Americans, Japanese

Jews, and in particular Muslims.15

Americans, and others each comprise a distinct “race.” While the

Muslims are particularly vulnerable to suspicion not only
because of the frequency with which they are associated

Civil Rights Movement worked to amend America’s legal codes
regarding African Americans, institutional and structural racism
continues to persist as exemplified by mass incarceration of
African Americans and income inequality.18 The subjugation and

Marie Whitaker, “Editorial: Rural America and a Silent Majority Powered
Trump to a Win,” NBC News, 9 November 2016, http://www.nbcnews.com/
storyline/2016-election-day/analysis-rural-america-silent-majority-powered-trump-win-n681221
10

Steven Bertoni, Exclusive Interview: How Jared Kushner Won Trump the White
House, Forbes, 20 December 2016, http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevenbertoni/2016/11/22/exclusive-interview-how-jared-kushner-won-trump-the-whitehouse/#70d13b132f50

exploitation of African Americans, indigenous populations, and
people of color in the U.S. has occurred as a result of perceived

11

Ibid; Machine learning is the science of giving computers access to data and
then having them act without being explicitly programmed.
12
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UN Human Rights Council, 33 Session, “Report of the Working Group of Experts on
People of African Descent - visit to United States of America,” (A/HRC/33/16/Add.2),
Official Record, Geneva, 18 August 2016
18
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“The Super Survey,” The Bridge Initiative, Georgetown University, 2015, pg. 6

Republicans Prefer Blunt Talk about Islamic Extremism, Democrats Favor Caution,
Pew Research Center: Washington, D.C., 3 February 2016, http://www.pewforum.
org/2016/02/03/republicans-prefer-blunt-talk-about-islamic-extremism-democrats-favor-caution/
17

racial differences by European Christians in power. Similarly,

to justify ominous pronouncements about Muslims and Islam.23

centuries of Orientalist rhetoric in Europe that promoted the

Following the terrorist attacks in Paris in November 2015, then

inferiority of Arabs, Muslims, and other non-European Christians

candidate Trump called for the resumption of “heavy surveillance”

was championed by American academics such as Bernard Lewis

of mosques.24 He stated he would “strongly consider” shutting

and Samuel Huntington in the late 20th century.19 The stereotypes

down mosques.25 After the San Bernardino attack in December

they advanced about Arabs and Muslims include that they are

2015, Mr. Trump issued a “statement on preventing Muslim

all alike, are “backwards,” irrational, greedy, both promiscuous

immigration,” calling for a “total and complete shutdown of

and prudish, and prone to violence. The Arab/Muslim other is

Muslims entering the United States.”26 Following the statement,

presented in mainstream discourse as antithesis of the Western

anti-Muslim attacks were reported almost daily and often multiple

world.

times a day.27

20

In the US, this orientalism is mixed with the history of

anti-African American attitudes as nearly a quarter of all American
Muslims identify themselves as black.21

In a television interview with Anderson Cooper on CNN, Trump
declared, “Islam hates us”28 Failing to distinguish between

Orientalist rhetoric found a home in the Trump campaign, as

terrorists who use Islamic terminology and mainstream Muslims

illustrated by his statements,22 and the statements from his

who condemn terrorism, Trump thus identified not terrorism but

supporters, and members of his administration. Targeting Muslims,

“Islam” as the enemy. This diverged from previous presidents’

immigrants, refugees, and even the press, Trump’s campaign

differentiation between the faith of 1.6 billion people and the

rhetoric emphasized fear and fomented distrust, casting all

actions of a few, and despite law enforcement agencies finding

“others” as enemies. He used the aftermath of terrorist attacks
Anderson Cooper, “Donald J. Trump: ‘I think Islam hates us,’” CNN Politics, 24 November 2016, http://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2016/03/10/donald-trump-islam-intv-accooper-sot.cnn
23

Samuel Huntington was a political scientist and Professor at Harvard University. In
his article turned book, Clash of Civilizations, Huntington argued that with the end of
the cold-war where communism (the Soviet Union) had been defeated, the primary
axis of conflict in the future would be along cultural lines. Huntington divided the world
into the seven major civilizations and argued that civilizational conflicts are “particularly prevalent between Muslims and non-Muslims”, identifying the “bloody borders”
between Islamic and non-Islamic civilizations. He claimed a civilizational clash between
the West and Islam would be inevitable.
19

20

Edward Said, Orientalism, Vintage, 1979

Muslim Americans: No Signs of Growth in Alienation of Support for Extremism,”
Pew Research Center, 30 August 2011, http://www.people-press.org/2011/08/30/section-1-a-demographic-portrait-of-muslim-americans/
21

Donald Trump,” The Bridge Initiative, 2 February 2017, http://bridge.georgetown.edu/
factsheet-president-donald-trump/
22
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Jenna Johnson, “Donald Trump would ‘strongly consider’ closing some mosques in
the United States,” The Washington Post, 16 November 2015, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2015/11/16/donald-trump-would-strongly-considerclosing-some-mosques-in-the-united-states/?utm_term=.edfbb4f3f588
24

25

Ibid

Donald J. Trump Statement on Preventing Muslim Immigration,” Donald J. Trump
for President, 7 December 2015, https://www.donaldjtrump.com/press-releases/donald-j.-trump-statement-on-preventing-muslim-immigration
26

“When Islamophobia Turns Violent: The 2016 U.S. Presidential Elections,” The Bridge
Initiative, Georgetown University: Washington, D.C., 2 May 2016, http://bridge.georgetown.edu/when-islamophobia-turns-violent-the-2016-u-s-presidential-elections/
27

Anderson Cooper, “Donald J. Trump: ‘I think Islam hates us,’” CNN Politics, 24 November 2016, http://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2016/03/10/donald-trump-islam-intv-accooper-sot.cnn
28

that right-wing American “anti-government violent extremists”

identity.”36 Critics of this movement have labelled it a neo-fascist

are the most “severe threat of political violence that they face.”29

movement for its embrace of “white” (European American) ethno-

How did these discriminatory and prejudicial views of Islam and
Muslims find their way from right-wing internet blogs into the

nationalism. It has been associated with racism, anti-Semitism,
misogyny, as well as Islamophobia.37

White House and on to the front pages of mainstream media?

Bannon asserts that Breitbart was established to give a voice to

Upon examination of Trump’s administration and advisors, a

the “marginalized,” the working-class white-collar Americans left

trajectory emerges of fringe anti-Muslim pundits gaining notable

behind by both political parties. The platform does not engage

government posts.

in traditional journalism. Instead it includes emotionally-charged
headlines and news stories that often reveal a distinctly Euro-

STEPHEN BANNON: CHIEF STRATEGIST

American bias. Its staff of bloggers thrives on populist discontent

Stephen Bannon is a former navy officer and lieutenant

Breitbart include:

who spent time in the Persian Gulf in 1980.30 Born

expressed in emotional terms..38

Some past headlines from

•

“Political Correctness Protests Muslim Rape Culture,”

and graduate from Georgetown University.31 He then

•

“Birth Control Makes Women Unattractive and Crazy,”

earned a business degree at Harvard University.32

•

“Roger Stone: Huma Abedin ‘most likely a Saudi spy’ with

and raised in Norfolk, Virginia, he went on to study

‘deep, inarguable connections’ to ‘global terrorist ENTITY,” and
Upon graduation, he embarked on a successful career as an
investment banker with Goldman Sachs. Bannon left corporate

•

“Data: Young Muslims in the West Are a Ticking Time Bomb,
Increasingly Sympathizing with Radicals, Terror.”39

banking to establish himself in the media and entertainment
industry.33
In 2007, Bannon, with Andrew Breitbart, began the far-right antiestablishment news platform, Breitbart.34 It serves as a voice for
and platform of the “alternative-right:” individuals who believe that
“white” identity is under attack from multiculturalism and want to

The outlet eschews facts and evidence and fails to define terms,
particularly those associated with Islam, such as jihad and Sharia.
Technical terms politicized by terrorists, these words are used
without explanation, in emotionally-charged opinion pieces.40

do away with “politically correct culture.”35 “Alt-right” was a term

Bannon cites Nazi propagandist Leni Riefenstahl as a role

coined by the self-described white nationalist, Richard Spencer,

model and like Nazi propaganda, Breitbart relies on emotional

who describes it as “an ideology around identity, European

commentary instead of factual analysis.41 Breitbart prides itself
on its unregulated platform where comments often include racial

Kurt Eichenwald, “Right-Wing Extremists Are a Bigger Threat to America Than ISIS,”
Newsweek, 4 February 2016, http://www.newsweek.com/2016/02/12/right-wing-extremists-militants-bigger-threat-america-isis-jihadists-422743.html
29

Mark D. Faram, “Steve Bannon and the National Security Council: What we can learn
from his Navy career,” Navy Times, 1 February 2017, https://www.navytimes.com/articles/nav-bannon-career
30

““Stephen K. Bannon,” Bloomberg, 2017, http://www.bloomberg.com/research/
stocks/private/person.asp?personId=772098&privcapId=10184476
31

32

Ibid

“Under the Banner of Bannon: What Steve Bannon really wants,” Quartz, 3 February
2017, https://qz.com/898134/what-steve-bannon-really-wants/
33

Manuel Roig-Franzia and Paul Farhi, “Bannon molded Breitbart into a far-right
sledgehammer. How will it be wielded in the Trump era?” The Washington Post,
19 February 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/bannon-molded-breitbart-into-a-far-right-sledgehammer-how-it-will-be-wielded-in-the-trumpera/2017/02/19/422fbed2-f704-11e6-be05-1a3817ac21a5_story.html?utm_term=.82b509a87af5
34

“Alternative Right,” Southern Poverty Law Center, https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/ideology/alternative-right
35
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slurs, race-baiting, and incitement to violence. Ken Stern described

Benjamin Wallace-Wells, “Is the Alt-Right for Real?” The New Yorker, 5 May 2016,
http://www.newyorker.com/news/benjamin-wallace-wells/is-the-alt-right-for-real
36

Fresh Air, “Exploring the Nationalistic and Christian Right Influences on Trump,” National Public Radio (NPR), 2 February 2017, http://www.npr.org/2017/02/02/513041005/
exploring-the-nationalistic-and-christian-right-influences-on-trump
37

Ken Stern, “Exclusive: Stephen Bannon, Trump’s New C.E.O., hints at his Master Plan,”
Vanity Fair, 17 August 2016, http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2016/08/breitbart-stephen-bannon-donald-trump-master-plan
38

Willa Frej, “Breitbart’s Greatest Hit (Pieces): Some of the Website’s Most Disgusting
Headlines,” The Huffington Post, 14 November 2016, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
entry/breitbart-headlines_us_5829ba13e4b060adb56f1bdb
39

Steven Hantler, “It’s Sharia, Stupid!,” Breitbart, 21 June 2016, http://www.breitbart.
com/national-security/2016/06/21/its-sharia-stupid/
40

Scott Shane, “Combative, Populist Steve Bannon Found his man in Donald Trump,”
The New York Times, 27 November 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/27/us/politics/steve-bannon-white-house.html
41

the medium as having created the “political army and political
philosophy” for Donald Trump, so much so that it is sometimes
referred to as “Trumpbart.”42 Following the election, Breitbart has
published a stream of congratulatory articles lauding the policies
coming out of the White House and coming to the defense of any
individual who may be under scrutiny from other media, almost as
if it has become a “media wing” of the administration.43
During his time as executive chairman of Breitbart, Bannon also
hosted a weekly radio show on Sirius XM called Breitbart News
Daily. He often invited individuals best known for their anti-Islam
rhetoric, including having over 25 interviews with Frank Gaffney.
Gaffney is a conspiracy theorist who promotes the falsified
claim that the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) has infiltrated the U.S.
government.44 Bannon’s also hosted Pamela Geller, whose group
American Freedom Defense Initiative (AFDI), sponsored a series
of anti-Islam subway ads in 2014..45 Bannon described Geller, who
also heads the Stop Islamization of America campaign, as “one
of the top experts on radical Islam and Sharia law and Islamic
supremacism.”46 On his show Bannon has referred to Islam as
“the most radical”47 religion and later asserted that “Islam” today
is “something much darker” than “Hitler and the Nazis” during
the 1930s.48 Further, Bannon has described the largest Muslim
civil rights and liberties organization in America, the Council of
American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), as a “bunch of spin” and “a
bunch of lies.”49

Ken Stern, “Exclusive: Stephen Bannon, Trump’s New C.E.O., hints at his Master Plan,”
Vanity Fair, 17 August 2016, http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2016/08/breitbart-stephen-bannon-donald-trump-master-plan
42

Julia Ioffe, “The Believer: How Stephen Miller went from obscure Capitol Hill staffer
to Donald Trump’s warm-up act-and resident ideologue,” Politico, 27 June 2016, http://
www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/06/stephen-miller-donald-trump-2016-policy-adviser-jeff-sessions-213992
43

Cydney Hargis, “Another Muslim Brotherhood Conspiracy Theorist Becomes
A Trump Adviser,” Media Matters, 22 August 2016, https://mediamatters.org/
research/2016/08/22/another-muslim-brotherhood-conspiracy-theorist-becomes-trump-adviser/212575
44

John Walker, “Pamela Geller’s most controversial anti-Islam campaigns, from subway
ads to “draw Muhammad,’” Fusion, 4 May 2015, http://fusion.net/story/129972/pamela-gellers-most-controversial-anti-islam-campaigns-from-subway-ads-to-draw-muhammed/
45

Josh Harkinson, “The Dark History of the White House Aides who crafted Trump’s
“Muslim Ban,”’ Mother Jones, 30 January 2017, http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2017/01/stephen-bannon-miller-trump-refugee-ban-islamophobia-white-nationalist
46

Steve Reilly and Brad Heath, “Steve Bannon’s own words show sharp break on
security issues,” USA Today, 31 January 2017, http://www.usatoday.com/story/
news/2017/01/31/bannon-odds-islam-china-decades-us-foreign-policy-doctrine/97292068/
47

48

Ibid

Josh Harkinson, “The Dark History of the White House Aides who crafted Trump’s
“Muslim Ban,”’ Mother Jones, 30 January 2017, http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2017/01/stephen-bannon-miller-trump-refugee-ban-islamophobia-white-nationalist
49
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A 2014 talk Bannon delivered in Rome at the third

made countless allusions to this referring to World War I and World

annual International Conference on Human Dignity

Was II as a fight between “Judeo-Christian West” and “atheism.”

hosted by Dignitatis Humanae Institute (DHI),

He went on to state that the West won and took back continental

provides a lens into the views and beliefs of the White

Europe, beating “back a barbaric empire in the Far East.” Bannon’s

House’s chief strategist.

The Catholic think-tank

worldview seems to be reliant on this civilizational threat that

founded in 2008 and not Vatican-affiliated, works to

must be saved by protecting it from non-“Judeo-Christians” and

“protect and promote human dignity based on the

developing an enlightened form of capitalism. For Bannon, the

anthropological truth that man is born in the image

21st century involves a “crisis of our church, a crisis of our faith,

and likeness of God.” The organization’s makes a

a crisis of the West, a crisis of capitalism.”58 During his speech at

glowing reference to Bannon on its homepage.51

DHI, Bannon declared that the West was at the “very beginning

50

Bannon has also praised the founder and president of DHI,
Benjamin Harnwell, calling him “very tough,” and “the smartest guy
in Rome.”52 Harnwell has been featured on Bannon’s SiriusXM radio
show, where he’s stated that Islam is a “religion which is radically
different from Christianity,” insinuating that Islam is inherently
dangerous.53 During his talks with Bannon on the show, Harnwell

stages of a very brutal and bloody conflict,” and that if the church
does not come together to form a “militant” response to stand for
its beliefs against this “new barbarity,” then the Judeo-Christian
West will lose everything it has worked for over the last 2,500
years.59 The President’s chief strategist seeks a kind of holy war
against “Islamic fascism.”60

spoke of an erosion of Western civilization with an incoming tidal

Prior to his career as an investment banker with Goldman Sachs,

wave against “the foundational institutions of the Judeo-Christian

Bannon also produced and directed films. In 2007, Bannon drafted

West.”54 Further, Harnwell has attempted to redefine what the

an outline of a documentary-style three-part movie tracing “the

far-right is, arguing that figures like France’s Marine Le Pen, who

culture of intolerance” and the threat posed by “radical Muslims”

believes “globalization” and “Islamic Fundamentalism” are “two

and their “enablers among us” in America.61 He titled it “Destroying

totalitarianisms” that must be fought,55 are actually just “Center-

the Great Satan: The Rise of Islamic Fascism in America.”62 On-air

Right.”56 Harnwell also believes that the UN and EU are part of an

experts in the film would include Walid Phares, a current foreign

international movement to “reduce global population.”57

policy advisor to the Trump administration, who served as an

Bannon and Harnwell share the belief that the “Judeo-Christian
West” is in crisis. During his speech at the DHI conference, Bannon

ideologue for Lebanese Christian militias responsible of carrying
out the massacres at the Sabra and Shatila refugee camps in
1982.63 Another on-air expert would include Robert Spencer,
who believes that there are no “moderate Muslims” and that any

“Dignitatis Humanae Institute,” Rome, Italy, http://www.dignitatishumanae.com/
index.php/about-us/about-the-institute/
50

51

Ibid

52

Ibid

“Benjamin Harnwell: ‘There is an International Movement to Reduce Global population,’ Dignitatis Humanae Institute, 26 May 2016, http://www.dignitatishumanae.com/
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Muslim whose interpretation of Islam differs from that of Osama
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Brownshirts,”67 in reference to Nazi paramilitaries.68 According to
Beck, Bannon is “quite possibly the most dangerous guy in all of
American politics.”69
During his 2014 speech at DHI, Bannon cited possible threats of
Russian imperialism which the US must be on guard against, but
stated that the immediate danger is coming from the “caliphate”
and that threat must “take priority.” Bannon has stated that “Islam
is not a religion of peace — Islam is a religion of submission,”
and warned of Muslim influence in Europe: “To be brutally frank,
Christianity is dying in Europe and Islam is on the rise.”70 According
to Josh Harkinson, Bannon’s rationale for opening a Breitbart
News office in the U.K. was to counter “all these Sharia courts
[that] were starting under British law.”71 He implores the Catholic
church to take a more “militant” action against this “jihadist Islamic
fascism.”72
Trump appointed the former Breitbart executive to lead his
campaign in 2016. Following his election, Trump then appointed
Bin Laden, either doesn’t understand their religion correctly or is

Bannon as his chief strategist, a move which earned him praise

faking it.64 BBannon’s screenplay provides a lens into his belief in

from the American Nazi Party and the Ku Klux Klan.73 A little over

an impending “fundamental clash of civilizations,” between the

a week into the new administration, President Trump signed an

West and Islam.

executive order positioning Bannon on the principals committee of

Bannon describes himself as a “hardcore capitalist,” but of a

the National Security Council (NSC), a role which is usually held by

capitalism that is rooted in the “Judeo-Christian” tradition and

military leaders.74 On April 5th, Trump removed Bannon from the

would create peace through the world. In his mind, governments
today, especially those supported and led by “conservatives,”
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Instead they have become “corrupt and self-serving.”65 He has
further stated that he is a “Leninist,” intent on destroying “all
of today’s establishment”66
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NSC.75 Bannon firmly believes that the U.S. is embroiled in a global
war against Islam and wants to see militant action in the name of
the Catholic church take place. Bannon not only believes there is
a war between the ‘West’ and ‘East,’ but wants a war because he
views “violence” to have a cleansing effect that can rejuvenate a
society.76 Bannon’s rhetoric and media projects are designed to
provoke fear, which he believes is a good thing because it leads
people to “take action.”77

Bannon is a self-avowed apocalypticist. He subscribes
to a theory that there are four-stage cycles moving
from crisis to awakening and crisis again, which
occur every 80-100 years.78 A review of Bannon’s
past, his rhetoric, and his support of specific projects
indicates that he believes the world is in the fourth
“turning phase,” one that involves a war of survival
between the Judeo-Christian West and Islam

.
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Frank Gaffney has been identified by the Southern
Poverty Law Center (SPLC) as “one of America’s
most notorious Islamophobes,”79 and an “antiMuslim extremist.”80

military contractors.87 CACI is currently involved in a case brought

One of the few individuals in the Trump team with political

belief that America is under threat from “Islamization” and that

experience, he spent a little over four years as the Deputy Assistant

implementation of Islamic law is occurring in the country and

Secretary of Defense for Nuclear Forces and Arms Control Policy

threatens the U.S. constitution. The neo-conservative think-tank

under Assistant Secretary Richard Perle in the mid-1980s.81 He

has also issued misleading reports, including the results of a poll

also served seven months as the Acting Secretary of Defense for

cited by Trump during his campaign.89 The poll was administered

International Security Affairs under President Ronald Reagan.

using an unsystematic opt-in methodology, allowing anyone to

Ultimately, Gaffney left in 1987 due to disagreements with the

participate.90 The survey was conducted by now Counselor to

Reagan administration’s decision to remove nuclear missiles from

President Trump, Kellyanne Conway’s firm, The Polling Company.91

Europe; Gaffney advocated a large missile defense program.82

Gaffney has established himself and his think tank as purveyors of

Subsequently, Gaffney’s admiration for military weapons helped

credible information in DC political circles. Trump’s Chief Strategist

him build a lucrative relationship with weapons companies.

Stephen Bannon has referred to him as an expert on Islam, and

Lockheed Martin, the largest arms-producing company in the

as previously mentioned, hosted him on his radio show over 25

world since 1999,83 assisted Gaffney with the beginnings of his think

times. In the 2016 Presidential campaign, Republican presidential

tank, the Center for Security Policy (CSP), in 1988.84 CSP received

candidate, Senator Ted Cruz, announced that Gaffney would be

over $3 million in corporate donations from its founding through

on his National Security Advisors team, to advise him on foreign

the first year of George H. W. Bush’s administration.85 The majority

policy.92 Cruz called Gaffney, “a patriot, [who] loves this country,

of this money came from defense contractors, including Lockheed

and [is] clear-eyed about radical Islamic terrorism.”93

Martin, Northrop Grumman, and Boeing. Lockheed executives also
served on the Center’s “National Security Advisory Board,” and its
board of directors.86 Other members of the Center’s board also
include Dr. Jack London, the executive chairman and chairman of
the Board of CACI International Inc., one of the Pentagon’s top

by four Iraqis who allege they were tortured by the military
contractor in Abu Ghraib during the second Iraq war.88
The Center publishes books and pamphlets promoting the

In 2011, the Conservative Political Action Conference94 banned
Gaffney from attending the event following Gaffney’s attacks on
two of its board members, accusing them of being part of the Muslim
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Brotherhood.95 This, however, did not deter GOP politicians from
attending his events. In 2015, at a one-day conference on national
security held by CSP in Las Vegas, a number of GOP presidential
hopefuls appeared, including Senator Ted Cruz, Carly Fiorina, Ben
Carson, and Rick Santorum.96 Other politicians who have spoken
at the CSP’s national summits include former New York Governor
George Pataki, former US ambassador to the United Nations John
Bolton, former Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal, Donald J. Trump,
and former Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee.97

CSP has awarded its Freedom Flame Award to
individuals who share strong anti-Muslim views.
In 2016, the think-tank awarded it to the Israeli
ambassador to the United States, Ron Dermer.
During his acceptance speech, Dermer stated
that “Islam has a unique theology” and is greatly
different from other mainstream religions as it has
been “influenced by a unique culture.” He implied
that Islam is not just different, but something that
must be feared.98 Past recipients of the award have
also included Allen West,99 the former Republican
presidential candidate who shared a genocidal
meme that had a picture of retired Marine General
James Mattis, and read “Fired by Obama to please
the Muslims, and hired by Trump to exterminate
them.”100
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Other individuals awarded the Flame include
Mayor of Irving, Texas Beth Van Duyne,101 for her
“efforts to protect the Constitution,” after the school
handcuffed and suspended 14-year Mohamed
Ahmed for bringing a clock to school.102
Another example of Gaffney’s involvement in promoting antiMuslim bias involves the 2011 incident with the Murfreesboro

Most recently Gaffney referred to Muslims as “termites
[that] hollow out the structure of the civil society and
other institutions,”108 a metaphor eerily reminiscent of
the dehumanizing rhetoric Nazi Germany employed
of Jews as “parasitic vermin,” “rats,” and “subhuman,”
who would “ferment the decomposition of peoples
and states” if people did not “get rid of the virus.”109

Mosque. Upon receiving a permit to build a mosque for the 250
Muslim families in the town, the community began receiving
threats and became embroiled in a campaign to shut down the
construction. Televangelist Pat Robertson joined in, labeling the
Islamic center a “mega mosque” and claiming Muslims were taking
over the town.103 A legal case ensued after threats and incidents
involving damage to the mosque location took place.104 An
anonymous caller contacted the Mosque organizers and threatened
a bomb would explode inside the office space where the Muslim
community was currently worshipping.105 Frank Gaffney testified
against the construction of the mosque and accused the leaders
of the mosque of “having ties to terrorism.” He referenced ties to
foreign academic institutions and politics as evidence.106 Gaffney’s
source of information was his own book on Sharia law, but under
oath he admitted he was not an expert on Sharia.107
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Scott Shane, Matthew Rosenberg, and Eric Lipton, “Trump Pushes Dark View of
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Stephen Miller holds a senior position in the Trump
administration and is credited with contributing,
along with Bannon, to the President’s inaugural
address. The address’s theme pointed to a
civilizational threat. President Trump declared,
“We will unite the civilized world against radical
Islamic terrorism, which we will eradicate from
the face of the Earth.”110

While attending Duke University, Miller wrote a bi-weekly
newspaper column placing himself at the center of major campus
controversies. He supported the Iraq war, for example, blamed
9/11 on “politically correct domestic security,” and referred to
allegations of racism as “racial paranoia.”115 Miller used his column in
the Duke Chronicle to advocate stronger defense against terrorism,
stating that “[Islamic terrorists] have declared a death sentence
on every man, woman and child living in this country [U.S].”116 He
became the first national coordinator of the Terrorism Awareness

Miller’s anti-Muslim views can be traced back to high school in
California. Miller criticized diversity, publicly voicing his discontent
with

his

liberal

Santa

Monica

school’s

Spanish-language

announcements. Those who knew Miller at the time described him
as a provocateur who loved “performance” and “drawing people’s
outrage.”111 He penned an op-ed for the school newspaper,
lamenting the school’s administration’s allegiance to non-violence,
stating, “Osama Bin Laden would feel very welcome” here.112 In
the early 2000s, Miller invited David Horowitz to speak at his high
school. Horowitz, referred to as the “godfather of the anti-Muslim
movement” by SPLC, runs the David Horowitz Freedom Center,
which has supported and given a platform to a number of anti-

Project, an initiative launched by his mentor, David Horowitz,
and intended to make “students aware of the Islamic jihad and
the terrorist threat, and to mobilize support for the defense of
American and the civilization of the West.”117 The project ran ads
in several campus newspapers across the country, titled “What
Americans Need to Know About Jihad.” The ads stated “Jihad is a
war against Christians.” Ignoring the condemnations of terrorism
by mainstream Muslim authorities,118 Miller drew solely from
Osama Bin Laden and the leader of Hezbollah.119 The project also
directed its members to “evaluate the Islamic or Mideast Studies
departments of their campuses,” to monitor them for spreading
sympathy for terrorism.120

Muslim ideologues, including Robert Spencer, who was heavily
quoted in the white supremacist Norwegian Anders Breivik’s
manifesto, who massacred 77 people.”113 After inviting him, Miller
claimed the school administration denied his request to host him,
and wrote about it in FrontPage magazine, a Horowitz publication.114
With the publicity garnered through David Horowitz’s publication,
Miller appeared on a number of conservative media outlets
including Fox News and state radio shows.
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Miller’s opposition to multiculturalism drew him to Richard
Spencer, a self-declared white supremacist, also at Duke University
at the time. He worked alongside Spencer to bring another white
supremacist, Peter Brimelow, to campus.121 But it was Miller’s
staunch defense of the Duke Lacrosse team, which was allegedly
involved in a 2006 rape case, that catapulted him into mainstream
media outlets, with appearances on Fox News Network’s The
O’Reilly Factor and Nancy Grace.
Upon graduation, and with a recommendation from his long-time
mentor, David Horowitz, Miller got a job in the office of Alabama
Senator Jeff Sessions, a Trump surrogate who is now Attorney
General of the United States. While in Sessions’s office, Miller
worked on anti-immigration bills. During this time, Miller met with
conservative media voices, including Andrew Breitbart and Ann
Coulter. Miller provided story leads to Breitbart, and organized a
meeting between Breitbart and congressional staffers.122

Like Bannon and Gaffney, Miller subscribes to the
idea that Islam poses a civilizational threat to the
west, and that there is an impending global war
against “Islamic terrorism.”123 Politico reports
that Miller and Bannon worked together to
implement the January 27th 2017 executive order
temporarily halting all refugee immigration from
seven Muslim-majority countries.124 The order
was largely criticized and dubbed a “Muslim ban”
before it was ultimately stayed.
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On November 18, 2016, President Trump announced his pick to

captives.133 Pompeo has also voiced his disapproval

lead the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Kansas Representative

of the 2009 decision to shut down blacksite prisons,

Mike Pompeo. Like Bannon and Miller, Pompeo subscribes to the

known for widespread torture and for functioning

Clash of Civilizations hypothesis, maintaining that the “War on

outside the international law framework with little to

Terror” is actually a war between Muslims and Christians.

no government oversight.134

125

In

2015, the Kansas representative told an Evangelical congregation
to remain steadfast in their struggle against “radical Islam” and
not be deterred by labels such as “Islamophobes or bigots.”126
Pompeo released a statement on March 24, 2016 calling on the
Islamic Society of Wichita (ISW) to cancel a fundraising event,
alleging that the speaker of the event had ties to Hamas.127 The
fundraising event had previously occurred with the same speaker
with no problems. Pompeo provided no evidence connecting the
speaker or the organization to Hamas. But, inexplicably, he stated
that the timing of the event was ‘horrible judgment’ because it
coincided with the Christian holiday Good Friday.128 Following the
Boston bombings, Pompeo took to the House floor and falsely129
cclaimed that Muslim leaders had not condemned the attacks, and
therefore were “potentially complicit” in them.130

Pompeo, too, is associated with Frank Gaffney and the Center for
Security Policy.135 Shortly after issuing the statement implying the
Islamic Society of Wichita supported terrorism, Pompeo appeared
on Frank Gaffney’s Secure Freedom Radio, where he claimed the
speaker at the fundraiser had a “long history of being engaged
in terror-linked activities.”

136

Throughout the interview, Pompeo

spoke of a “radical Islamic terrorist regime” and the spread of
“Islamic materials” which were motivating individuals to engage
in terrorist activities.137

He spoke of a “terrorist infrastructure”

linking American mosques and other Islamic organizations.138
Pompeo also noted that he co-sponsored a bill in the House of
Representatives to designate Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood a
terrorist organization.139 As in Bannon’s, Gaffney’s, and Miller’s
rhetoric, Pompeo’s assertions fail to distinguish between terrorism

The Kansas representative believes due process

committed by some Muslims and the religion of over 20 percent

violations,

incarcerated

of the world’s population, the vast majority whom condemn

without charge or trial are “lawful and humane.”132

terrorism. Ignoring the fact that the majority of terrorists’ victims

He supports President Trump’s desire to keep

are Muslims themselves, this rhetoric, instead, places all Muslims in

Guantanamo Bay prison open as a site for future

the category of “threat.”

torture,131

and

being
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OTHER ANTI-MUSLIM VOICES IN THE
TRUMP ADMINISTRATION
Many Trump advisors argue that the root cause of terror is Islam
itself. They support hawkish policies and call for decisive action at
stopping an enemy that is not simply overseas but is everywhere
from small-town America to classrooms across the nation.

board.142 Phares was previously chosen in 2011 by then Republican
Presidential candidate Mitt Romney to serve as his foreign policy
advisor.143 Phares presents himself as an expert on Islam and the
Middle East and has testified in that capacity before Defense
and State department committees and appeared on a number of
news outlets including NBC and Fox News. According to MacKay
Coppins, Phares promotes the belief that “Muslims are plotting
a secret takeover of American institutions with the end goal of
imposing Sharia.”144 Phares’ appointment to advisor by Romney
stirred a vocal response from Muslim organizations and led to
UNC Chapel Hill Professor Omid Safi stating, “It would be akin to
turning to [former KKK member] David Duke to get advice on race
relations.”145 Phares believes that prior to 9/11, the United States
government was under the influence of Islamists, as described in
his book Future Jihad.146 Phares also sits on the board, along with
General Michael Flynn, of ACT for America, the largest anti-Muslim
grassroots organization in the United States.147 He has also written
for Horowitz’s FrontPage Magazine and appeared on Gaffney’s
Secure Freedom Radio.148

WALID PHARES
For example, Walid Phares, a neoconservative political pundit,
was chosen by Trump to advise him on foreign policy. As
mentioned above, Phares was involved in Lebanon’s right-wing
Christian Maronite militia responsible for carrying out the “1982
massacres of Palestinian and Lebanese civilians in the Sabra and
Shatila refugee camps.”140 Phares also served as an expert in the
2009 film The Third Jihad, produced by the Clarion Project,141 an
anti-Muslim group for which he has also served on the advisory
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THE GORKAS
Trump has also hired a husband and wife duo to be a
part of his administration. Katherine Gorka, member
of the Homeland Security team, and her husband
Sebastian Gorka, deputy assistant to the president,
have both made a name for themselves as antiMuslim campaigners.

profiling of Muslims is “common sense.”152 He has characterized
the

Muslim

jihadism.”

153

Brotherhood

as

the

“grandfather

of

modern

His book, Defeating Jihad: The Winnable War, argues

the need to recognize that the U.S.’ enemy “is not “terror” or
“violent extremism,” but “is the global jihadi movement, a modern
totalitarian ideology rooted in the doctrines and martial history of
Islam.”154 Bannon issued a review of his book and called Sebastian
Gorka “one of the world’s leading experts in asymmetric warfare.”155
Gorka’s comments on “global jihadism,” and his views on Islam in
general have been expressed in his columns for Breitbart.156 He too
has been a frequent guest on Gaffney’s Secure Freedom Radio and
made appearances at events hosted by CSP.157 Sebastian Gorka has
defended the administration’s executive order on immigration and
refugees, by asserting that the U.S. is a “Christian nation, a JudeoChristian nation,” and that accepting Muslim refugees would be
“national suicide.”158 On May 1, 2017, administration officials told
CNN Gorka would be leaving his job at the White House.159

Katherine was a writer for Breitbart and has pushed legislation
targeting mainstream Muslim organizations, like CAIR. Sebastian
Gorka is the author of Defeating Jihad. He identifies himself as
an “irregular war strategist,” and finds Trump’s anti-political
correctness to be “refreshing.” Like his wife, Sebastian has also
accused Muslim organizations of using “subversive tactics,” and
having ties to the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas.149 Gorka has an
interesting past having worked for both the Hungarian and British
governments. Most recently, reports have come out regarding a
medal often worn by him, including during the inauguration. The
medal is of a Hungarian group, Vitézi Rend listed by the State

Zaid Jilani and Alex Emmons, “Former Donald Trump adviser calls racial profiling
“common sense”
152

Department as “having taken direction from Germany’s Nazi

Sebastian Gorka, Twitter Post, 10 February 2017, 5:32PM, https://twitter.com/SebGorka/status/830228089074569216
153

government during World War II.”150 He also wore the medal during
a television interview with Fox network’s Sean Hannity.151
The deputy assistant to the president believes that religious
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REX TILLERSON & JEFF SESSIONS

a “brilliant individual.”163 Sessions has participated in Howrowtiz’s
Freedom Center events in 2003, 2008, 2010, 2013, and 2014.164

OOther members of the administration have utilized
similar terminology in targeting Muslims and Islam.
Rex Tillerson, the former Exxon CEO turned Secretary
of State, equated the Muslim Brotherhood with
al-Qaeda, naming them both as “agents of radical
Islam,” during his confirmation hearings.

The Attorney General was also given Gaffney’s CSP
Keeper of the Flame Award in 2015.165

KRIS KOBACH

160

Additionally,

a

would “absolutely” require Muslims in the United States to register

documented history of allegations of racism and support for anti-

in a database.166 Upon election, he picked the original architect of

immigration policies, supports Trump’s temporary ban on Muslim

the Muslim registry, Kris Kobach, to advise him on immigration167

immigrants and has stated that a “toxic ideology” lies at the root

The Kansas Secretary of State helped write the blueprint for the

of Islam..”

As a senator from Alabama, Sessions consistently

National Security Entry-Exist Registry System (NSEERS) while

railed against former President Obama’s policies regarding the

working for the Justice department under President George W.

acceptance of Syrian refugees. He worked to persuade people to

Bush. NSEERS required young men in the U.S. from 25 countries

fear that the U.S. was allowing too many Muslims into the country

considered to be high risk (24 out of 25 countries were Muslim-

and that these individuals were susceptible to “radicalization.”

majority) on nonimmigrant visas to register.168 The program was

161

Attorney

General

Jeff

Sessions,

In late 2015, during the presidential campaign, Trump stated that he
who

has

162

The Attorney General has proudly asserted that Horowitz, who has
claimed that “all the major Muslim organizations in America are
connected to the Muslim Brotherhood, “is a man he “admires” and
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conceived to prevent terrorism; in fact it resulted in zero terrorism

Muslims do.171 This is illustrated in the administration’s desire to

convictions, but did lead to the deportation proceedings of an

rename the already-problematic “Countering Violent Extremism”

estimated 13,000 Muslim men and boys.

(CVE) program to “Countering Islamic Extremism,” or “Countering

169

Radical Islamic Extremism.”172 The program would no longer target
groups such as white supremacists, despite reports indicating
that the “number of white nationalists and self-identified Nazi
sympathizers on Twitter have multiplied more than 600 percent in
the last four years” and are outperforming ISIS on social media.173
Additionally, Americans were seven times more likely to have been
killed by right-extremists than so-called “Muslims terrorists” since
9/11.174 Yet, under Trump administration this program would focus
solely on Muslims.
On January 27, 2017, the administration issued an executive order
titled, “Protecting the Nation From Foreign Terrorist Entry in
the United States.”175 It temporarily suspended all U.S. refugee
admissions and halted immigration from seven Muslim-majority
countries (Syria, Yemen, Somalia, Sudan, Iraq, Iran, and Libya).176
The ban also “established a religious test for refugees as Trump
ordered that Christian and other minority religions be granted
priority over Muslims.”177
In the case of the war in Syria, which has resulted in the largest
refugee crisis since World War II, the ban would only allow for
non-Muslim refugees to enter. Initially, the ban applied to legal
permanent residents from the seven countries. The implementation

THE FIRST DAYS OF THE TRUMP
ADMINISTRATION
During President Trump’s first 30 days in office, the administration
posted policy positions that privilege military operations over
diplomacy.170 Further, Trump and his administration have taken
after Gaffney in identifying Islam itself as the root of terrorism,
rather than seeing terrorism as a deviation from Islam, as most

Michael Lipka, “Muslims and Islam: Key findings in the U.S. and around the
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Muslim countries,” The New York Times, 27 January 2017, https://www.nytimes.
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177

of the order resulted in great confusion and chaos at airports.
Mass protests erupted across the country at specific airports and
immigration attorneys stepped in to fight what they deemed an
unconstitutional order.178 The order was taken to court in New
York and Virginia where judges ordered a temporary halt.179 Three
federal judges upheld the temporary ruling against the ban.180 The
administration vowed to fight the judiciary. On March 6, 2017, the
administration released a new order “Protecting the Nation from
Foreign Terrorist Entry into the United States,” which revoked and
replaced the earlier order.181 The Order prohibits entry into the U.S.
by immigrants and visitors from six Muslim-majority countries
(Syria, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen). Iraq was removed
after it complied with a set of rules designed to allow states to

TED CRUZ

apply to be removed from the list. The revised order also failed to

Just days before President Trump took office on January 11, 2017,

provide evidence that nationals of these countries pose a threat to

Senator Ted Cruz introduced a bill calling on the State Department

national security. The American Immigration Lawyers Association

to designate the Muslim Brotherhood as a foreign terrorist

(AILA) declared the “Order will not make us safer as a nation, and

organization.184 Senator Cruz cites Frank Gaffney, who believes

thousands of refugees who have been screened for resettlement

that the Brotherhood engages in a “subversive kind of jihad”

will be trapped in dangerous conditions.”182 Currently, the states

and aims to impose Sharia in the U.S.185 By contrast, renowned

of Washington, California, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, New

scholar of Islam and recognized expert on the issue, Georgetown

York, and Oregon have filed papers asking a judge to stop the

University Professor John Esposito, argued that the Brotherhood

order from taking effect on March 16, 2017.183 They have in fact,

and “associated movements and parties have been a force for

succeeded in staying what was referred as the “Muslim ban 2.0.”

democratization and stability in the Middle East. [They] promoted
and contested elections in Muslim majority countries as far flung
as Morocco and Indonesia.”186
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Designation of the Brotherhood as a terrorist
organization could well lead to government
interference in mainstream Muslim civil society
organizations.187
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Discriminatory and invasive policies for Muslims
in America are not a new phenomenon. Muslim
in America are American and have been for
generations. One-third of all slaves brought to
America by force.188

jihad and Sharia help to increase fear of Muslims as the militant
“dangerous other.” Individuals in the administration and right-wing
supporters use these Islamic words to legitimize their expertise
on the subject matter while denying Muslim voices on such words
and concepts. As a result, the approach and arguments pushed by
anti-Muslim pundits, politicians and bloggers revolve around tying

However, in stark contrast to previous administrations, the Trump
administration has identified the religion of Islam as America’s
enemy, not just militant groups with a deviant interpretation
of it. Trump famously asserted that “Islam hates us,” in a CNN
interview, and the majority of his administration believes Islam
to be a political ideology, rather than a religion, that is at odds
with the West. The line of thought running from Chief Strategist
Bannon to CIA Director Pompeo has been advocated by far-right

the religion of Islam (not just the use of religion by militants) to
violence, referring to it as “Radical Islam” and “Islamic Fascism”
or “Radical Islamic terror.” These statements require little deep
thought or questioning; people often take them at face value,
failing to notice the inherent politicization of such terms. The farright anti-Muslim movement has capitalized on this by shaping a
violent militant narrative about Islam and Muslims to support their
militant agenda.

anti-Muslim organizations for years. The belief is that Islam is
not a religion but is a political ideology that is “metastasizing,”

This perception of Muslims as violent has existed at least since

and thus requiring militant action. While he eventually resigned

the colonial era. Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978) defines and

due to alleged ties with a foreign government, Trump’s National

describes the long history of Europeans portraying Muslims and

Security Advisor General Michael Flynn publicly described Islam

Arab Muslim-majority states as the perennial others. Today’s

as a threat stating it’s “like a cancer.”189 Flynn also once tweeted

Islamophobia is a new manifestation of the same worldview and

“Fear of Muslims is RATIONAL.”190 Referring to Islam as a disease

stereotypes. But now the individuals promoting these views have
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This one-dimensional view and understanding of
the world has resulted in an American public gripped
by fear and paranoia against Muslims. Diverse
voices and organizations promoting pluralism
and providing fact-based information about Islam,
Muslims, and other groups of people who are at
risk, are working together to push back against
nativism, Islamophobia, anti-Semitism, racism, and
other forms of prejudice and discrimination that
have emerged in the post-election era.
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